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Abstract. This study suggests an improvement to the empirical model proposed by Peng (1986, Can. J. Chem.
Eng. 64, 827–830) to calculate critical temperatures and critical pressures in natural gas mixtures. It aims to
extend its application to natural gas mixtures containing hydrocarbons compounds up to undecane (nC11).
This work focuses on establishing new matrices of coefficients Aij by obtaining new binary interactions between
heavy compounds and the rest of compounds present in natural gas mixtures. The analysis considered more
than 300 natural gas mixtures. Different comparisons were made between calculated critical properties, and ref-
erenced critical properties. Mean absolute errors <1.00% for the critical temperatures, and <2.70% for critical
pressures were obtained. These low average deviations demonstrate the accuracy of this study, and could be
considered as an easy-to-use engineering tool for estimating critical properties in natural gas mixtures, applica-
ble to lean gas, rich gas, gas condensate, and Natural Gas Liquids (NGL).

1 Introduction

Natural gas is a mixture of hydrocarbon compounds, which
are in a gaseous state under most ambient conditions. This
mixture is mainly composed of paraffinic hydrocarbons
molecules, from methane (C1) to undecane (nC11), and
some impurities, such as carbon dioxide (CO2), hydrogen
sulfide (H2S), nitrogen (N2), and water vapor (H2O) (Gas
Processors Suppliers Association, 1998). Given the indus-
trial importance of natural gas as an energy vector in the
21st century, it is necessary to count with thermody-
namic-based models to calculate or estimate physical and
chemical properties of interest in the oil and gas industry
(Mazyan et al., 2016; Nasrifar and Rahmanian, 2018).
Among their industrial applications are: incrementing oil
recovery factors from reservoirs (Sayed and Al-Muntasheri,
2016), production and operational analyses for transport of
natural gas in onshore and offshore environments (Campos
et al., 2017), design of surface facilities for processing natu-
ral gas (Yang et al., 2018), and underground natural gas
storage studies (Demirel et al., 2017).

Traditionally, composition of natural gas mixtures is
reported up to heptane (nC7), even though in the natural
gas industry, some of these mixtures (rich gas) could have
a significant content of paraffins larger than nC7. New

developments on chromatographic techniques to character-
ize natural gas mixtures, it is now common practice to
determine, with a high degree of accuracy, the hydrocarbon
content up to undecane (nC11) (Faramawy et al., 2016;
International Organization for Standardization, 2000).

There are rigorous and empirical methods to calculate
critical properties of Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium (VLE) in
multicomponent mixtures, applied to natural gas samples
(Huang and Guo, 1995). Rigorous methods are based on
classical thermodynamic theories, and on the concept of
Helmholtz free energy minimization (Bell and Jäger,
2017), which require simultaneous resolution of non-linear
equation systems. Several authors have proposed different
strategies and algorithms to solve these equation systems
(Heidemann and Khalil, 1980; Michelsen, 1980; Peng and
Robinson, 1977). On the other hand, empirical methods
are mathematical correlations used to calculate directly
critical properties (Ahmed, 2016). Peng (1986) suggested
an empirical method to calculate critical temperature (Tc)
and critical pressure (Pc) in natural gas mixtures, which
was based on the concept of excess function (Eq. (1)):
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where / is the desired critical property (Tc or Pc), xi and xj
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properties of individual components, C an arbitrary con-
stant, and Aij fitted parameter for component pair i–j.
Despite its easy-to-use implementation, it is limited to
paraffins raging from methane through nC7 (Bahadori,
2014), so its application to rich gas mixtures is not recom-
mended (Huang and Guo, 1995).

This paper suggests an enhanced approach to the
method proposed by Peng (1986). It takes into account,
the effect of heavy paraffins (namely, nC7, nC8, nC9,
nC10, and nC11) in calculating critical properties (Pc and
Tc) in natural gas mixtures. This improved approach
mainly focuses on optimizing the excess function
(Eq. (1)), by proposing new matrices of coefficients Aij,
which consider the interaction between heavy paraffins
and the rest of components present in natural gas. The sig-
nificance of this study is that it extends the applicability of
the method of Peng (1986), to calculate critical properties
of natural gas mixtures containing considerable amounts
of heavy hydrocarbons, i.e., rich gas, gas condensates, and
Natural Gas Liquids (NGL) (Faramawy et al., 2016; Jin
and Lim, 2018).

2 Methods

Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the methodol-
ogy developed in this study. It is divided into two sections:
(i) excess function optimization, and (ii) validation of calcu-
lated critical properties. Samples used during the excess
function optimization section (Data Set 1) were different
from the ones used for the validation section (Data Set 2).

In both sections, the criteria to classify the natural gas is
based on the content of Cþ

2 (Faramawy et al., 2016). Natu-
ral gas containing �10 mol% of Cþ

2 is considered “lean gas”,
and natural gas containing >10 mol% of Cþ

2 is defined as
“rich gas”.

(i) Excess function optimization section: critical temper-
atures and critical pressures were obtained from Data
Set 1 using commercial chemical process simulators
(e.g., SimSci Pro/II, Aspen Hysys, and PVTSim
Nova), with Peng and Robinson (1976) Equation of

State (EoS), as the suitable thermodynamic model.
Details on the accuracy and confidence of thermody-
namic packages used by chemical process simulators
can be found in a recent book by Foo et al. (2017).
The arithmetic average of critical properties obtained
from the simulators was taken for each sample (Pc &
Tc Data 1), and used as “critical properties reference”.

(ii) The critical properties are fitted using the Peng
(1986) correlation by defining new matrices coeffi-
cients Aij, in order to obtain an enhanced excess func-
tion. This optimization analysis was performed using
the MatLab Optimization Toolbox (MathWorks,
2018).

(iii) Validation section: this section was performed
using a set of natural gas samples different than those
used in the excess function optimization section,
thus assuring that the enhanced excess function
presented in this study, is not dependent of the data-
set used to determine the matrices coefficient Aij.
Critical pressures and temperatures obtained from
the enhanced excess function were compared against
critical properties calculated from three different
sources:

� Comparison A: it considers the average of the results
obtained from chemical process simulators.

� Comparison B: it considers results using the original
proposal of Peng (1986).

� Comparison C: it takes into consideration some mod-
els available in the literature to predict vapor-liquid
equilibrium properties, including critical points
(Justo-García et al., 2008; Nasrifar et al., 2005;
Guerrero-Zárate et al., 2017; Jiang and Prausnitz,
2000). These models use experimental critical temper-
atures and pressures to verify accuracy. The compar-
ison C shows the applicability and robustness of the
current study against available models.

2.1 Natural gas mixtures

Table 1 shows number of natural gas mixtures used in this
study. It includes both natural gas mixtures to determine

Table 1. Number of natural gas samples considered in this study.

Natural gas samples Sections

Excess function optimization Validation

Lean gas 65 41
Rich gas 134 67
Total 199 108
References Atilhan et al. (2010), Ávila et al. (2002, 2006),

Farzaneh-Gord et al. (2015), Guerrero-Zárate et al.
(2017), Justo-García et al. (2008), Kunz and
Wagner (2012), Nasir et al. (2015), Nasrifar et al. (2005)

Jaeschke and Humpherys (1991), Jiang
and Prausnitz (2000), Louli et al. (2012)
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matrices coefficients Aij (199 samples), and natural gas
mixtures to validate critical properties calculated
(108 samples).

The total number of natural gas mixtures considered
was 307, of which 65.5% were rich gas samples from associ-
ated and non-associated gas fields (Faramawy et al., 2016).
To demonstrate the molar composition amplitude of the
samples considered in this study, all natural gas samples
were classified taking into account: (a) C1 content in lean
gas and rich gas, (b) content of non-hydrocarbon
compounds and (c) the content of heavy compounds
(Fig. 2).

2.2 Calculation method used to obtain matrices
coefficients Aij

Matrices coefficients were optimized using the least-squares
method of estimated errors for each critical temperature
and pressure analyzed. Equation (1) governing the behavior
of the critical constants is the same as that used by Peng
(1986).

The new matrices of coefficients Aij are squares matrices
of order 16. The order of a matrix corresponds to its number
of compounds in natural gas mixtures: paraffinic hydrocar-
bons (from C1 to nC11), and non-hydrocarbon compounds

Natural Gas Samples
(Lean Gas & Rich Gas)

-- Data Set 1 --

PC & TC
Data 1

Chemical Process
Simulators

Peng & Robinson 
EoS

Peng Correlation
Optimization

Matlab®
Optimization

Toolbox

New Matrices 
Aij

Enhanced Excess
Function

Section 1: Excess Function Optimization

Natural Gas Samples
(Lean Gas & Rich Gas)

-- Data Set 2 --
PC & TC
Data 2

Chemical Process
Simulators

Peng & Robinson 
EoS

Comparison A 
PC & TC

Peng
Correlation

Comparison B 
PC & TC

Some Available
Models

Comparison C 
PC & TC

Error Analysis

Section 2: Validation

Peng
Correlation

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the methodology developed in this study.
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(N2, CO2, and H2S). The form of matrix Aij is given by
equation (2):

Aij ¼

1 a12 a13 � � � a1n

a21 1 a13 � � � a2n

a31 a32 1 � � � a3n

� � � � �
� � � � �
� � � � �

an1 an2 an3 � � � 1

0
BBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCA

: ð2Þ

The coefficients aij of matrix Aij can be considered as the
binary relationship between the different hydrocarbon
molecules in a natural gas mixture. Binary relationships
between same hydrocarbon molecules are assumed to be

1, therefore, unit values are assigned to the elements in
the main diagonal of each matrix (Peng, 1986).

Matrices coefficients Aij were calculated using the
Levenberg-Marquardt method (Marquardt, 1963), which
was implemented using MatLab Optimization Toolbox.
The function to be minimized (Eq. (3)) was established
from the quadratic difference between the value calculated
using equation (1) (f(xi)) and the average value obtained
with simulators (yi) for a given number (N) of natural gas
mixtures:

E fð Þ ¼
PN

i f xið Þ � yið Þ2
N

: ð3Þ

The average absolute percentage error is determined using
equation (4), and considering yi as the correct value:

Error ¼ f xið Þ � yij j
yi

� 100%: ð4Þ

(a) C1 content (b) Non-hydrocarbon compounds

(c) Heavy hydrocarbons content
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Fig. 2. Characterization of natural gas samples: a) C1 content in lean gas and rich gas, b) non-hydrocarbon compounds, and c) heavy
compounds content. (Note: black symbols represent the Data Set 1 used in excess function optimization and red ones denote the Data
Set 2 for validation section).
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3 Results

3.1 Determination of coefficients matrices Aij
and calculation of critical properties

Tables 2 and 3 show new matrices coefficients Aij estab-
lished to calculate critical properties of natural gas mixtures
using equation (1). The first subscript (i) corresponds to
rows and the second subscript (j) to columns on the new
matrices. The constant C was assumed as 2500 K for calcu-
lation of critical temperatures, and 250 MPa for calculation
of critical pressures.

Figure 3 shows results comparison between results
obtained from analyzed mixtures to determine coefficients
Aij.

Figure 3, graphs (a) and (b), shows that calculated crit-
ical properties behave similarly to the reference values.
These results deviate from the expected values by less than
10% in both cases. Critical temperature results presented
less statistical dispersion. Critical pressure results presented
greater dispersion, only four out of 199 natural gas mixtures
showed results with deviations greater than 10%.

Mean absolute percentage errors were <1.00% for criti-
cal temperatures results, and <2.70% for the critical pres-
sure (Fig. 3c). These average errors are acceptable when
compared to mean errors reported in the literature (Sloan
and Koh, 2008). These small dispersion values confirm
the reliability of all selected mixtures, and a high level of
statistical confidence to the applied method. With respect
to the type of sample, a higher dispersion of the results
was found in lean gas samples.

3.2 Validation

Validation was performed using natural gas mixtures other
than those used to calculate the coefficients Aij (Sect. 3.1).
Using these natural gas mixtures, confirm the applicability
and robustness of the proposed modification to the correla-
tion by Peng (1986) in this study.

3.2.1 Comparison A

Figure 4 shows the comparison of results considering aver-
age errors from results obtained using simulators.

Average errors of 0.90% for the critical temperature and
2.61% for the critical pressure were obtained on all natural
gas mixtures. These errors are within the same error range
obtained in Section 3.1. Lean gas mixtures have the highest
error dispersion and average absolute deviation error.

3.2.2 Comparison B

Comparison B (Tab. 4) is made limiting contents of nC7 in
natural gas mixtures. Two types of mixtures were consid-
ered: (1) natural gas mixtures containing hydrocarbons
molecules lighter than or equal to nC7 (�nC7), and
(2) natural gas mixtures containing hydrocarbons molecules
up to nC11.

Due to the fact that the semi-empirical model developed
by Peng (1986), considers only mixtures up to nC7, for mix-
tures type (2) components heavier than nC7 and components
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Fig. 3. Critical property calculations: a) critical temperatures,
b) critical pressures, and c) Average Absolute Deviation (AAD).
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Table 3. Coefficients (Aij) for the calculation of the critical pressures.

C1 C2 C3 iC4 nC4 iC5 nC5 nC6 nC7 nC8 nC9 nC10 nC11 N2 CO2 H2S

C1 1 0.4493 1.7187 0.8000 1.1772 1.8921 2.1290 1.1844 1.4133 1.6876 0.8561 1.1680 0.6715 0.4848 0.4799 0.8429
C2 1.6543 1 1.8534 2.2280 1.5786 2.2176 1.6643 1.9969 1.8780 0.5850 0.8439 0.6767 1.0277 0.0273 1.3482 0.5759
C3 0.4168 0.4199 1 1.2763 1.1020 0.7668 1.2150 1.6577 2.0286 �0.1428 0.5810 0.4093 0.8462 0.1773 0.4761 1.9350
iC4 0.7662 0.5124 1.2328 1 0.6932 1.7257 0.9364 1.4341 2.2122 1.0330 0.9785 0.7599 1.0073 0.1109 0.7723 1.3543
nC4 0.6923 0.5345 0.8656 0.4870 1 2.4311 1.0916 1.2199 1.4788 0.7470 0.8565 0.8695 0.7881 0.3425 0.3072 1.1769
iC5 0.3707 �0.1767 0.2611 1.6818 2.4561 1 1.2725 0.8114 1.1113 0.6663 0.6085 0.6469 0.7920 0.4801 1.2830 1.4351
nC5 0.1613 0.4628 0.7668 0.4020 0.9669 0.6032 1 1.6196 1.2591 0.5566 0.7487 0.8992 0.7071 0.4044 1.0361 1.0719
nC6 0.3377 0.1743 0.6624 0.8900 0.3007 0.2835 1.6281 1 0.8953 0.8306 0.8254 0.9909 0.7949 0.2013 0.9734 0.5825
nC7 0.2890 0.3458 0.4363 1.6808 0.6179 0.3753 0.8607 0.4851 1 1.1314 1.2686 1.3125 1.0520 0.5291 �0.1096 0.2238
nC8 0.9964 0.7479 0.5508 1.0473 1.0303 0.7390 0.7238 0.8570 1.1182 1 1.1123 1.2436 0.9409 0.7953 0.5601 0.7651
nC9 0.7201 0.8508 0.7431 1.0007 1.0223 0.6767 0.8092 0.8282 1.1434 1.1214 1 1.2499 0.9269 0.7413 0.8359 0.7979
nC10 0.9754 0.6623 0.5661 0.7703 0.9964 0.6638 1.0018 1.0261 1.2367 1.2441 1.2433 1 0.9131 0.5848 0.6993 0.6204
nC11 0.7364 1.1445 0.9435 1.0027 0.7928 0.7842 0.7479 0.7812 0.9575 0.9448 0.9270 0.9148 1 0.7365 0.7209 0.7657
N2 1.6568 1.8121 2.1740 2.4239 2.5180 2.5666 2.4935 2.4670 2.4706 0.7987 0.7466 0.6831 0.7436 1 2.4106 4.6775
CO2 1.6649 0.6463 0.9745 1.4818 1.5878 2.1701 1.8296 2.1203 2.0246 0.5833 0.8012 0.7050 0.7262 �0.0435 1 1.4059
H2S 1.0680 1.1258 0.3952 0.0853 0.2068 0.5952 0.7155 1.5382 1.6385 0.7569 0.7904 0.5976 0.7629 �1.2622 0.6698 1

Table 2. Coefficients (Aij) for the calculation of critical temperatures.

C1 C2 C3 iC4 nC4 iC5 nC5 nC6 nC7 nC8 nC9 nC10 nC11 N2 CO2 H2S

C1 1 0.4306 0.5681 0.3543 0.7575 1.0390 1.0688 0.9008 0.6710 2.7370 0.8322 1.7854 1.2145 1.1158 0.4491 0.3818
C2 1.7151 1 1.1426 1.4614 0.9240 1.8367 1.2249 1.6951 1.3011 �0.3532 0.9119 0.2496 0.7335 1.3052 1.4547 0.9249
C3 1.4638 0.8944 1 1.8228 0.9249 0.6913 1.1442 1.6184 1.9647 �0.5300 0.7312 0.9636 0.5793 0.7448 0.7884 1.5769
iC4 1.4721 0.4855 1.3797 1 0.2285 1.5959 1.4167 1.4005 2.1270 0.3423 0.9968 0.6577 0.6380 1.0896 2.1941 1.0669
nC4 1.2260 1.0441 0.9834 0.0391 1 0.7702 1.4128 1.2050 1.5494 1.0881 1.4731 0.5963 0.7008 0.7349 0.9721 1.2007
iC5 0.9716 0.9539 �0.1373 1.3075 0.5426 1 1.2408 1.0552 1.9836 0.5592 0.6594 0.7738 0.7156 1.2561 2.0569 1.4441
nC5 0.7472 0.7392 0.8217 0.4225 0.7405 0.7790 1 0.9844 1.3209 0.4808 0.9647 �0.0097 0.6563 �0.1844 1.0379 0.5860
nC6 0.8776 0.2504 0.8534 0.7091 0.5629 0.6905 1.1873 1 1.4087 0.8976 1.0224 0.3292 0.7044 0.5056 1.6971 0.8131
nC7 1.0417 0.6311 0.6454 1.4746 0.5793 1.4968 0.7707 1.0708 1 0.7991 1.2859 1.4693 0.9132 0.6179 0.9665 0.4441
nC8 0.8523 �0.0577 �0.0396 0.5012 1.3937 0.6538 0.6957 0.9485 0.9518 1 1.1702 1.4315 0.8705 0.8448 0.3035 0.5516
nC9 1.0746 0.8666 0.7225 1.0025 1.5967 0.6740 0.9116 0.9165 1.1707 1.1127 1 1.5099 0.8807 0.7958 0.8837 0.7751
nC10 0.9772 �0.2604 0.9748 0.5833 0.5419 0.7729 0.1900 0.5074 1.4552 1.4278 1.5721 1 0.8600 0.1621 0.9988 0.3408
nC11 1.2777 0.7045 0.5444 0.6399 0.7085 0.7354 0.6987 0.7260 0.8833 0.8652 0.8853 0.8613 1 0.7109 0.7830 0.6836
N2 0.8780 0.7022 1.0776 2.2750 1.9103 2.6103 1.6150 2.2448 2.3715 0.8762 0.7854 0.3865 0.7240 1 0.5477 0.6180
CO2 1.7567 0.4470 1.0368 1.2846 0.4925 1.2710 0.6319 1.4300 1.4506 0.4590 0.8251 0.9205 0.7753 1.5818 1 0.9341
H2S 1.8908 1.2912 0.1105 �0.1094 0.0408 0.4470 �0.0498 0.6858 1.0477 0.5670 0.7695 0.4661 0.6967 0.6871 1.0975 1
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equal or lighter thannC11were considered as one component,
and grouped as the heavy fraction of the mixture, assuming
this fraction as nC7 plus (nC

þ
7 ) (Huang and Guo, 1995).

The improvement made to the semi-empirical model of
Peng (1986), for the calculation critical properties in

natural gas mixtures is noticed by reducing significantly a
significant reduction of the average errors of 28.38% for
the critical temperature and 66.70% for the critical pres-
sure, applicable to natural gas mixtures with significant
amounts of both light and heavy compounds.
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Fig. 4. Critical property calculations – Comparison A: a) critical temperatures, b) critical pressures, and c) Average Absolute
Deviation (AAD).

Table 4. Critical property calculations – Comparison B.

nC7 content Percentage error comparison Improvement
(this work)Peng (1986) This work

Tc (%) Pc (%) Tc (%) Pc (%) Tc (%) Pc (%)

Until nC7 (�nC7) 0.674 3.991 0.517 1.985 23.26 50.26
nC7 plus (>nC7) 1.451 8.494 1.024 2.540 29.42 70.10
General 1.213 7.118 0.869 2.370 28.38 66.70
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3.2.3 Comparison C

Comparison C (Tab. 5) considers other suggested models to
calculate critical properties: (i) using simulators with the
Peng-Robinson EoS and (ii) using experimental data
reported by different authors (Jiang and Prausnitz, 2000;
Justo-García et al., 2008; Nasrifar et al., 2005; Guerrero-
Zárate et al., 2017).

In general terms, average errors obtained using the
adjustment of the coefficient matrix Aij performed in
this study are comparable to those average errors obtained
by other authors, using as reference the values from the
simulators and experimental data. This proves the power
of coefficient matrices Aij developed in this study to
calculate critical properties of natural gas mixtures,
which is applicable to natural gas mixtures containing
significant amounts of heavy hydrocarbons components,
(up to nC11).

4 Conclusion

This study proposes a modification to the semi-empirical
model advanced by Peng (1986) for the calculation of the
critical properties in natural gas mixtures, aiming to extend
its application to rich natural gas streams, i.e., natural gas
mixtures containing significant amounts of heavy
hydrocarbons (up to nC11). The proposed modification
focuses on establishing new matrices of coefficients Aij used
in the calculation. Different comparisons were made
between the experimental and reference values of the
critical properties, which show the robustness of the
improvement of the semi-empirical model as an easy-to-
use engineering tool for estimating the critical properties
in natural gas mixtures, applicable to both lean and rich
gas mixtures. The average errors obtained are less than
1.00% and 2.70% for calculating the critical temperature
and pressure, respectively.
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